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ECO POWER LINE
G-LOFT® ECO PLUS 
100% RECYCLED INSULATION

This special item of our G-LOFT® ECO POWER LINE is a new development of a very unique innovative product of our company and stands for trustful 
sustainability but with maximum thermal performance. The main advantages  can be proved with test report results of independent test institutes 
in unit Rct or clo value.

We use a 100% verifiable and approved composition of postconsumer recycled fibers with GRS certificate in an extreme high quality that is much 
warmer and lighter than similar insulation products. Even the whole sheath and core of the melting fiber is made out of 100% recycled polymer. That 
is an important fact to receive further sustainability certificates.

G-LOFT® ECO PLUS is an evolutionary innovative development for all kinds of garments and equipment especially used in the segments sport, outdoor, 
ski and fashion. You can use it for all relevant temperature levels between +15°C up to -50°C. To reach that conditions this insulation type is available 
in weights between 40 gsm and 300 gsm as a standard and in individual widths.

Important main advantages of that premium padding are the outstanding thermal performance combined with maximum LOFT, filling power and 
recovery effect. The nonwoven material is very water repellent which is essential for high quality cold weather protection garments and equipment. 
Further it is suitable also for allergy sufferers and it reaches even ÖKOTEX 100 certificate class 1.

This unique insulation type of the G-LOFT® range is 100% “Made in Europe” and is available with preferential EU origin that is also  important for 
customs advantages.

Sustainable innovation – but with maximum thermal performance – even in extremely wet and cold 
weather. The revolutionary G-LOFT® ECO POWER LINE combines the outstanding power of G-LOFT® 
with the maximum of sustainability. The result is an outstanding warmth to weight ratio, for that 
G-LOFT® is well known on the global market to use in professional segments.
The revolutionary G-LOFT® ECO POWER LINE insulation meets the highest demands and combines 
the advantages of high-quality natural fibers with unique recycled fibers - guaranteed sustainable. 
The G-LOFT® ECO POWER LINE thus stands for optimal thermal performance and skin-friendly, 
natural top quality. G-LOFT® Premium Insulation reaches of course ÖKOTEX 100 class 1, that means 
that is even optimal for very sensitive segments like garments and equipment for babies.

G-LOFT® ECO POWER LINE
Made for You 100% in Europe.
For our environment´s sake!
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